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Of sacraments, sacramentals and anthropology: is anthropological explanation sacramental?
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A professor of sociology at Jawaharlal Nehru University, and honorary professor at the Alfred Deakin Institute, Faculty of Arts and Education, Deakin University. He works on the history and sociology of science and medicine and has published on a range of topics including an epistemological history of tropical medicine, a comparative history of smallpox from the 18th-20th century on the creolisation of contemporary Ayurveda, on spa (Kur) medicine in Germany, on pregnancy and childbirth withing the context of competing medical epistemes, and recently on how anthropology attempts to explain the non-human.

Tuesday, October 22, 2019: 11am--1:00pm (with lunch following) RCHA Seminar Room 6051, 15 Seminary Place West Wing
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